
13th November 2021 
Leeds B v Leeds A League game 
 
Saturday saw the 2 Leeds LSFA teams battle it out, Leeds A started well creating a couple of 
early chances Josh Turner firing just over the bar and after a  foul on Jaiden Lund , Charlie 
Dees forcing a great save from Freddie Prudhames, Leeds B battling hard and create with 
Ethan ward forcing a great save from Oliver Garbutt. 

 
Leeds A attack down the right Nevan Maguire crosses a superb ball in the box to  Charlie Dees 
who finishes it  0-1, the goal fires up Leeds B and they try force Leeds A back with some 
pressure with Ward going close again and Jane Turay creating a chance for Dougie Jackson 
who fires just wide, Leeds A then hit B on the break with Leon Wyleszinki and Denis Pacejs 
linking up to supply Logan Stanicliffe who fires in to make it 0-2, Leeds B go again pressuring A 
Sam Bartlett and Toby Gray holding firm as Jackson and Turay both working hard up the pitch 
to cause problems.  

 
Leeds A then try create their own chances but Shae Bryant, Flynn Hodges and Yi Zhe Gao 
making it hard with excellent defending, Leeds A do get through with Lund and Gray linking up 
to put through Pacejs who finishes with a cheeky lob 0-3  

 
Leeds B still fighting Logan Kingswood and Arthur Spiers making it difficult for Leeds A to get 
chances and Leeds B still creating their own with Kai’relle Rose Hunt and Turay forcing Garbutt 
into good saves while Jackson hits the bar from a corner,  with the  game drawing to a close 
both teams still battling to make things happen good work from Ben Sumptner who plays in 
Toby Gray to deliver a great cross for Turner - Fielder to smash home 0-4 , FT .  

 
 it's been tough game and Leeds B unlucky not have got on the scoresheet today. 
 


